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Syllabus

Customer Relationship Management
Modules at a Glance

Sr.
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2 Technological Support in Customer Relationship Management

(CRM)
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3 Implementing Customer Relationship Management (CRM) 15
4 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) in Banking and

Insurance Sector
15
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Management (CRM), Organising of Customer Relationship Management
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4 Customer Relationship Management (CRM) in Banking and Insurance
Sector
Building customer loyalty, B2B Commerce, B2B relationship with
intermediaries, Relationship marketing for creating value in business and
market, Customer Relationship Management in Indian Banking and
Insurance sector - Introduction, CRM objectives, need of CRM, Process of
CRM, Customer Relationship Management through Call Centres in Banking
sector, E-CRM in Banking and Insurance



Question Paper Pattern

Maximum Marks: 75
Questions to be Set: 05

Duration:
2
12 Hrs.

All questions are compulsory carrying 15 Marks each.
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Management (CRM)

1

1.1 Who is Customer?

1.2 Meaning of CRM

1.3 Definitions of CRM

1.4 Features of CRM

1.5 Development in CRM

1.6 Benefits of CRM

1.7 CRM Cycle and CRM Programmes

1.8 Winning Markets through Effective CRM

1.9 Effective of CRM through Customer Knowledge
Management

1.10 Relationship Marketing and Effectiveness of
Relationship Marketing

1.11 Factors Responsible for Growth of CRM

Chapter Outline

1.1 Who is Customer?
A customer is anyone who receives a product – either a good or a

service – from an organisation. In most situations the customer will have
to pay to obtain the product, but this is not always the case. For example,
students are increasingly referred to as the ‘customers’ of the schools
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and colleges that attend, but the majority of students do not pay directly
for the educational service they receive.

Internal customers are members of staff or outside suppliers that
contribute towards the service provided to external customers.

They include:

 Colleagues
 Manager/supervisors
 Staff in other functional departments

Good customer service to internal customers will help to establish
good working relationships between colleagues, managers and staff
teams. These relationships are important if the business in to function
effectively. For example, working in a pleasant environment where staff
is supportive of each other can keep staff turnover and absenteeism costs
to a minimum.

External customers, on the other hand, are the people who we more
usually associate with the term ‘customer’, i.e. the people that actually
buy or use an organisation’s products and services.

A key point to remember is that there are many occasions in which
a business comes into contact with external customers. It is not just
about the moment a transaction takes place. Points of customer contact
take place:

 When a customer is enquiring about the product
 Taking a customer order or payment
 Delivering a product
 When handling a complaint or problem
 When making repairs or doing maintenance
 Providing after-sales care

So, to conclude every person who enters the business is a potential
customer. Even though they may not purchase something today, they
may purchase something tomorrow.

Definition of Customer by our Great Leader M.K. Gandhi
(Father of Nation)

A Customer is the most important Visitor on our premises.

He is not dependent on us; we are dependent on him.
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He is not an interruption of our work; He is the purpose of it.

He is not an outsider to our business; He is a part of it.

We are not doing him a favour by serving him; He is doing us a
favour by giving us an opportunity to do so.

1.2 Meaning of CRM
The expression CRM has been used since the 1990s and earlier. It

is an upright concept or a strategy to solidify relations with customers at
the same time reducing cost and enhancing productivity and profitability
of firm.

CRM can be said as comprehensive set of processes and
technologies for managing the relations with potential and current
customers and business partners across marketing, sales, service
regardless of communication channel.

This concept of CRM can be understood by following diagram.

Programmes Metrics

Marketing Sales Service

A ...
B ...
C ...

Technology

Business objectives

Programme initiatives

Departmental plans

Technology

CRM has become the new buzzword of e-business. Many
definitions move around IT and technology. Some of the companies
follow G-SPOT.
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This stands for:

G = Goals

S = Strategies

P = Plans

O = Objectives

T = Tactics

Here is how it breaks down CRM.

1. Goals: Every business has clearly defined goals; such as
profitability, worldwide recognition, etc.

2. Strategies: To achieve goals, company defines strategies. It is
plan of action for long run.

3. Plans: It is a short term executive plan to achieve goals.
4. Objectives: These are the measurable goals of each plan.
5. Tactics: This is what companies use to achieve the goals.

This is another diagram which indicates meaning of CRM:

Achieves
60%

customer
retention

Goals Strategies Plans Objectives Tactics

Profitability Establish
long term
customer

relationship

Invest in
CRM

technologies

Implement
24/7 call
centre

So, simply stated CRM is about getting, keeping, growing
customers. It ultimately results in customer oriented attitude of
companies. In past, CRM has been defined as automated process and
transactions. Today, CRM definition has changed. It is an enterprise
transformation which places the customer at the centre of all activity.
The technology allows for companies to use each interaction as a basis
to gain knowledge about preferences, tastes and habits of customers and
upgrade the level of service for meaningful relationship in future.

Thus, to sum up CRM is a combination of software and business
process. It tries to accomplish a particular set of goals usually centred on
growing top-line revenues. It is about creating consistent customer history
to convert customers into loyal and faithful customers and then partners.
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1.3 Definitions of CRM
1. CRMGuru.com (2003): Defines CRM as, “a business

strategy to select and manage customers to optimise long-term
value. It requires a customer centric business philosophy and
culture to support effective marketing, sales and service
processes.”
This definition can be well-explained with following pyramid
diagram which explains CRM must start with business
strategy, which drives changes in organisation and work
processes which lastly turn enabled by information technology.

CRM Pyramid

Business
Strategy

People and Processes

Information Technology

2. Peppers and Rogers (2004): “An enterprise-wide business
strategy for achieving customer-specific objectives by taking
customer specific actions.”

3. Paul Greenberg (2004): (A father of CRM) “CRM is a
philosophy and business strategy, supported by a system and a
technology, designed to improve human interactions in a
business environment.”

1.4 Features of CRM
Customer Relationship Management is a strategy which is

customised by an organisation to manage and administrate its customers
and vendors in an efficient manner for achieving excellence in business.
It is primarily entangled with following features:
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1. Customers Needs: An organisation can never assume what
actually a customer needs. Hence it is extremely important to
interview a customer about all the likes and dislikes so that the
actual needs can be ascertained and prioritised. Without
modulating the actual needs it is arduous to serve the customer
effectively and maintain a long-term deal.

2. Customers’ Response: Customer response is the reaction by
the organisation to the queries and activities of the customer.
Dealing with these queries intelligently is very important as
small misunderstandings could convey unalike perceptions.
Success totally depends on the understanding and interpreting
these queries and then working out to provide the best solution.
During this situation if the supplier wins to satisfy the
customer by properly answering to his queries, he succeeds in
explicating a professional and emotional relationship with him.

3. Customer Satisfaction: Customer satisfaction is the measure
of how the needs and responses are collaborated and delivered
to excel customer expectation. In today’s competitive business
marketplace, customer satisfaction is an important
performance exponent and basic differentiator of business
strategies. Hence, the more is customer satisfaction; more is
the business and the bonding with customer.

4. Customer Loyalty: Customer loyalty is the tendency of the
customer to remain in business with a particular supplier and
buy the products regularly. This is usually seen when a
customer is very much satisfied by the supplier and revisits the
organisation for business deals, or when he is tended towards
rebuying a particular product or brand over times by that
supplier. To continue the customer loyalty the most important
aspect an organisation should focus on is customer satisfaction.
Hence, customer loyalty is an influencing aspect of CRM and
is always crucial for business success.

5. Customer Retention: Customer retention is a strategic process
to keep or retain the existing customers and not letting them to
diverge or defect to other suppliers or organisation for business.
Usually a loyal customer is tended towards sticking to a
particular brand or product as far as his basic needs continue to
be properly fulfilled. He does not opt for taking a risk in going
for a new product. More is the possibility to retain customers
the more is the probability of net growth of business.
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6. Customer Complaints: Always there exists a challenge for
suppliers to deal with complaints raised by customers.
Normally raising a complaint indicates the act of
dissatisfaction of the customer. There can be several reasons
for a customer to launch a complaint. A genuine reason can
also exist due to which the customer is dissatisfied but
sometimes complaints are launched due to some sort of
misunderstanding in analysing and interpreting the conditions
of the deal provided by the supplier regarding any product or
service. Handling these complaints to ultimate satisfaction of
the customer is substantial for any organisation and hence it is
essential for them to have predefined set of process in CRM to
deal with these complaints and efficiently resolve it in no time.

7. Customer Service: In an organisation Customer Service is the
process of delivering information and services regarding all
the products and brands. Customer satisfaction depends on
quality of service provided to him by the supplier. The
organisation has not only to elaborate and clarify the details of
the services to be provided to the customer but also to abide
with the conditions as well. If the quality and trend of service
go beyond customer’s expectation, the organisation is
supposed to have a good business with customers.
Let it be a newly brought up enterprise or a well established
organisation the above aspects prove to be of prime
importance in dealing with a genuine customer through a well
organised CRM system.

1.5 Development in CRM
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) is one of those

magnificent concepts that swept the business world in the 1990s. In the
last several years, however, newer software systems and advanced
tracking features have vastly improved CRM capabilities and the real
promise of CRM is becoming a reality.

One of the biggest trends in business in the last fifteen years has
been the emphasis on customer relationship management (CRM). CRM
is essentially the linking together of basic marketing principles of
customer loyalty and retention, and the emergence of database
technology. Marketing gurus have long professed the importance of
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customer retention and customer loyalty. Database technology has
arguably been the second greatest technological breakthrough in
marketing, only behind the internet.

The first marketing issue tied to using a database for CRM is
establishing touch points for collection of customer data. Retail stores
often do this at the point of sale. Telemarketers may do this over the
phone. However, much of the growth in database use and data collection
has centered on web-based interfaces and software solutions that allow
company’s to capture data directly from customer interaction with their
websites.

The 1980s: Digital Rolodexes and Database Marketing

Pioneered by Robert and Kate Kestnbaum, database marketing
collected and analysed customer information. Using statistical
modelling, that data was then used to help customise communications
with other potential customers.

In 1986, ACT! introduced the business world to contact
management software. Essentially a digital rolodex, ACT! allowed for
the efficient storage and organisation of customer contact information.
Goldmine and other vendors also released CMS programmes throughout
the 80s.

Near the close of the decade, the proliferation of personal
computers and the advent of server/client architecture paved the way for
an explosive growth in software development.

The 1990s: Birth of an Acronym and Growth of an Industry

The beginning of the 90s brought the first major step toward true
CRM software. Early innovators like Brock Control Systems helped
push the evolution of contact management software toward sales force
automation (SFA). SFA took many of the features of database marketing,
automated them, and combined them with contact management. This
provided businesses with much more useful customer information. It
also automated business tasks like inventory control, and sales tasks like
customer interaction tracking.

In 1993, Tom Siebel left Oracle to create Siebel Systems. While at
Oracle, Siebel tried unsuccessfully to convince CEO Larry Ellison to
package and sell their internal sales application as a standalone product.
Siebel Systems quickly became the leading SFA provider on the market.
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By 1995, SFA and contact management had evolved to closely
resemble modern CRM software. However, this emerging product still
didn’t have a proper name. A number of terms like enterprise customer
management (ECM) and customer information system (CIS) were in use.
By the end of 1995, CRM won out. Some attribute this to the technology
research company Gartner, while Tom Siebel is also named as a
possible source. Either way, the CRM industry finally had a name.

The last half of the decade brought huge changes to the CRM
industry. Enterprise resource management (ERP) vendors like Oracle
and Baan entered the CRM market, hoping to use their size and ERP in-
roads to dominate the industry. Unlike other software companies that
were transitioning to CRM, SAP entered the market with the sole
purpose of capitalising on emerging applications. All of this competition
pushed CRM vendors to provide a broader suite of services. More
marketing, sales, and service applications were added to CRM on a
near-constant basis.

1999 was a busy year for the CRM industry. A number of notable,
high-value acquisitions consolidated the overall market, while emerging
e-CRM vendors provided fierce competition. Using intranet, extranet,
and internet, e-CRM vendors offered a level of intra-organisational
collaboration that hadn’t previously been available in the CRM industry.
CRM also made its first foray into the mobile market, with the
introduction of Siebel Handheld.

The 90s came to an end with the debut of the first major Software
as a Service (SaaS) vendor. Geared toward smaller businesses,
Salesforce was initially ignored by larger vendors. Under the leadership
of Mark Benioff, Salesforce eventually grew to rival CRM industry
giants like Siebel Systems.

The 2000s: From Near death to Floating on Clouds

Like most software industries, the CRM industry was hit hard by
the bursting of the dot-com bubble. The entire industry retracted, with
giants like Oracle reporting license losses of more than twenty-five per
cent. Due to a reluctance to use “dot-com” technologies, e-CRM
vendors were hit the hardest.

In the early years of the 00s, Paul Greenberg’s book “CRM at the
Speed of Light” suggested a more comprehensive CRM system that
manages all business relationships. By the end of the decade, this
became the common thinking across the CRM industry.
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Through the middle of the decade, interoperability with legacy
software became more important. Software giant Microsoft entered the
CRM market with Dynamics CRM, and Oracle acquired Siebel and
numerous other enterprise application vendors.

In 2007, Salesforce created the next big change in the CRM
industry. Force.com introduced the world to cloud-based CRM.
Force.com addressed the criticism that cloud-based applications weren’t
customisable.

Social CRM exploded onto the market with the introduction of
ComcastCares – an application that focused more on interaction than
transaction. Most large corporations quickly followed Comcast’s
example, solidifying the place of social CRM.

Through the end of the first decade, and up to the present day,
cloud-based and SaaS CRM solutions continue to integrate more
features like customer service and social CRM. Cloud-based and SaaS
CRM solutions continue to gain popularity, largely due to their lower
initial cost and easy integration with mobile devices.

1.6 Benefits of CRM
Excellent customer service is about being aware of customer needs

and reacting to them effectively. CRM can:

 Develop better communication channels.
 Collect vital data, like customer details and order histories.
 Create detailed profiles such as customer preferences.
 Deliver instant, company-wide access to customer histories.
 Identify new selling opportunities.

Following are some of the benefits of CRM:

1. Centralisation and Sharing of Data: With Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) systems, data is stored in
one centralised location, making it readily accessible to all
members of a business or organisation. This enables the
company’s staff to more easily communicate with and market
to their customers. If one sales person is on vacation, for
instance, the information about his customers is available to
the entire sales team, and they are able to pick up where he left
off without jeopardising a customer relationship.
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2. Better Customer Service: Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) systems are capable of storing detailed
information about each customer, such as their history of
orders, correspondence, survey responses, and marketing
emails. Having such information easily accessible can
significantly improve the speed and quality of customer
service. This in turn gives employees more time to focus on
sales, marketing, and other priorities.

3. Higher Customer Satisfaction: Customer Relationship
Management (CRM) systems make customers feel more like
they are part of a team than merely a sales statistic. This sense
of partnership often makes for a happier customer who is more
likely to do repeat business and refer a potential new customer.

4. Improved Marketing Efforts: Records contained within a
Customer Relationship Management (CRM) system may be
analysed in order to more effectively market to each individual
in a company’s database. Customer demographics, order
histories, and survey results may be studied in order to
determine which group(s) are best to target in each specific
marketing campaign. Also, details about a customer’s previous
orders can be used to predict when he is likely to place his
next order, and what type of products he is interested in
ordering. Cross-selling and up-selling can also be more
effective when companies are equipped with this information.

5. More Profit: The combination of more efficient customer
service, more effective marketing, happier customers, and
more sales translates to a more profitable business.

6. Save Time: A CRM automates a lot of the usual time-
devouring tasks, giving salespeople more time to do what they
are actually paid to do: namely, sell to prospects. More time
spent in front of potential customers (instead of shuffling
paper) means more sales, which makes everyone happy.

7. Look Professional: Which do you think looks better to a
prospect: a salesperson who keeps all their information in a
computer database and can pull up vital details immediately,
or one who keeps their information on Post-It notes and has to
scramble for ten minutes just to find the scheduled
appointment time?
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8. Save Money: Sure, the more impressively arrayed CRMs can
cost a lot of money. But if you don’t need quite that much
technology working for you, it’s easy to find less expensive or
even free alternatives. And just think how much you’ll save on
Post-It notes if you’re putting all that information into the
computer instead.

9. Convenient: If the whole sales team is using the same CRM,
then it’s easy to share that information as needed. Most CRMs
allow you to develop templates for phone scripts or frequently
used emails, and the team can share these templates. Many
CRMs even support mobile devices, so you can access all that
information from your iPhone or enter a few quick notes right
from the prospect’s office.

10. Secure: What happens when the nightly cleaning crew
accidentally throws out someone’s Post-It archive? With a
CRM, information is usually stored either in a central database
or in the CRM provider’s system. At the very least each
salesperson can back up copies of their individual databases to
another computer.

11. Faster Lead Generation: A good CRM can help immensely
with lead generation. For instance, many CRMs can integrate
with website and social media campaigns, sending leads from
these sources directly to the appropriate salesperson. That
means the sales team is spending less time cold calling and
more time working warm leads, which tend to be far more
fruitful. And by tracking each salesperson’s activities, it can
keep lead lists up to date - so that you don’t have five different
salespeople calling the same lead.

12. Simplified Goal-Setting: By pulling all the data together into
one place, CRMs make it easy to track performance both
within and across the team. CRMs can also bring all this
information together into reports that help with forecasting.
Having this level of analysis available makes setting the next
period’s goals much easier... and makes it more likely that
these goals will align with reality.

Benefits for Customers and Firms
In the customer-firm relationship, the benefits are symbolical in

nature. This means it is not only the organisation that will benefit from
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retaining a committed customer. The customer also have a long term
benefit derived from the association.

1. Benefits for Customers
(a) Confidence benefits: This is described as total trust the

customers have developed in the service provider. It
minimises the tension level in customers that could result from
uncertainty in the quality service or satisfaction in terms of
other values attributed with the service. This helps customers
to reduce coast and invest that time on other matter of concern.

(b) Social benefits: It is very easy for someone to do business
with service provider one is used to. This is as a result of the
level of personal intimacy the service provider has developed
with the customer. It is very important for service provider to
knit together in emotion with the customer giving them social
support as additional value. It makes customers to have a
sense of belonging with the firm that the service provider not
only has interest in their money but also in their well being.
When this benefit is constant, there is likelihood for customers
not to change service provider even if competitors are offering
same with better quality or at reduced price.

(c) Special treatment benefit: This is some level of preferential
treatment that loyal and committed customers get from their
service provider as incentives for their loyalty to the firm. This
could be in form of first hand information or service, special
package, moderate price and flexibility in service terms.

2. Benefits for Firms:
(a) Economic benefits:

(i) It has been observed through various studies that the
overall return on investment of traditional transaction
oriented firms are far less than that of the relationship
oriented firms. These benefits are deeply rooted in the;

(ii) Increase in revenue generated over time. The more loyal a
customer is to a firm, the tendencies are that the customer
will increase purchases over time. With the level of trust
and commitment they have built on a firm over time, the
longer for the services or firm offering will increase which
will in turn increase revenue generated by the firm.
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(iii) Lower cost of marketing: studies have also revealed that
repeated purchases by loyal customers require about 90%
less marketing expenditure. Attracting new customers
require much start-up cost such as advertisement and
promotion cost, operation cost and time cost. All of these at
initial level have huge impact on the economic status of the
firm but as time goes on, there is sharp reduction of cost
which in the long run gives the firm much economic
benefit.

(iv) Highly satisfied customers are willing to pay more for the
services rendered to them.

(b) Customer behaviour benefits:
The impact of customer behaviour goes beyond the physical
value that could be accounted for. This includes:
(i) Word of mouth marketing: Any satisfied loyal customers

do more of this type of advertisement to their friends,
families or total strangers especially when the product
looks so complex to them at first. The loyal customers give
others endorsement about the firm’s product and even
convince others to see benefits attached to using the
product. This reduces firm’s marketing cost and as a matter
of fact, makes more impact than the paid advert.

(ii) Customer voluntary performance: This is a voluntary act of
service that comes from the loyal customers to the firm so
that other customers do not see the firm’s shortcomings. It
could be a little information supplied to the firm to erase
failure or mistake or a total act of service.

(c) Human resource management benefit:
(i) Satisfied and committed customer assist in service delivery

through their experiences over time on the service they
could also contribute to improving the service and co-
create new service with the firm.

(ii) They also foster employee retention when customers are
well satisfied; employees are also happy and stable. People
tend to continue working more for organisation whose
customers are happy and loyal because there is not going to
be much complaining which could affect them emotionally.
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1.7 CRM Cycle and CRM Programmes
There are six stages of relationship before exit with every customer

and company. The stages of relationship goes in

EXIT

Contact Involvement Intimacy Deterioration Repair Dissolution

By having such strategies customer cycle can be implemented. The
CRM cycle consists of those stages which conform to the objectives laid
down in its definition. CRM cycle starts from acquisition of customers
by creating value to them. Value to the customers will be created by
understanding them and their psychology towards buying.

Following diagrams indicates CRM cycle and CRM programmes.

CRM
Cycle

Customer need and
acquisition assessment

Customer development
through personalisation

and customisation

Customer equity
leverage through cross

selling and upselling

Customer retention and
referrals for new

customers
4

1

3

2

1. Customer need assessment and acquisition: This is the first
step in every customer cycle and programme. Some of the
companies use traditional mass media to target customers and
get new customers. Also some companies target www channel
as it captures mass altogether. The needs of customers should
be assessed so as to acquire new customers.

2. Customer development through personalisation and
customisation: Companies should use customisation and
personalisation of product as needed by customers. This will
help in more customer retention and development of
customers’ numbers to the firm.

3. Cross-selling and Upselling: Cross selling is the action or
practice of selling an additional product or service to an
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existing customer. Many business also uses upselling as a
technique wherein a seller induces the customer to purchase
more expensive items and other add-ons to make more
profitable sales. This techniques will further lead to
acquisition and retention of customers in CRM cycle and
CRM programmes.

4. Customer retention and referrals for new customers:
Customer retention is the activity to reduce the no. of
customer defections. The goal of customer retention
programmes is to help companies to retain and keep many
customers and create customer loyalty. From this customer
loyalty, company can get referrals from delighted customers as
new customers.
Thus, the CRM cycle and programme either ends at customer
migration or new cycle begins at the referrals for new
customers.
CRM cycle can be also explained through following diagrams
of service level agreements or sales profile.

Level 3: Customer Advocates
Level 2: Repeat Customers
Level 1: Initial Transaction

1. Initial transaction is a stage of foundation of business. So,
customer identification is the basic task to be performed
here and to serve them.

2. Repeat customers develop greater economic and
emotional tie-up with company. More the repeat customers,
more retention with low cost involvement.

3. Customer advocates are most satisfied customers of
company who gives or brings in more customers by their
referals or references.

1.8 Winning Markets through Effective CRM
In todays competitive world, achieving total customer satisfaction

and delighting the customer is the key element in setting the business
goals and objectives of corporate.
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CRM is being increasingly used to identify attract and retain most
valuable customers that help the businessman to sustain profitable
growth. Good CRM results in designing of products or services with
good offering which matches or exceeds customer’s expectations. The
rapid growth of internet based on technologies is making a major impact
on managing customer relationships where companies are establishing
one-to-one customer relationships online.

Internet is getting increasingly used by companies as an electronic
channel to market, for selling and for servicing the customers, either
directly or in combination with traditional channel intermediaries. It also
helps businesses to offer personalised solutions. Besides it is serving as a
catalyst in raising expectations about the customer experience.

CRM is a comprehensive sales and marketing approach to build
long term customer relationships and improving business performance.

Traditional
Approach to CRM

 Customer Contact
by

 Phone

 Mail

 In Person

 Personal Selling

 After sales Service

 Complaint
Handling

 A/c Management

 Customer Case
 Customer

Satisfaction

Web-enabled and
Integrated
Approach

 Customer
Information
System

 Database

 EPS and Sales
force

 Call Centres

 Systems
Integration

 Life Time Value of
a Customer

Integration with
Technology

(Web and
Internet)

Source: The above framework is a designing strategy for effective
CRM. This requires following important elements which are as under:

1. Developing Customer Insight: Here, companies try to gather
information from all points of interactions with the customers.
This function is facilitated by customer database.
The customer database helps the company to plan, implement
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and monitor customer contact. Companies also have to focus
on data warehousing to integrate the different databases.

2. Use of Technology in CRM: The application of technology is
the most exciting, fastest growing and changing the way
customers get information about products and services.
Technology includes all of the equipment, software,
communication links that organisations use to enable or
improve their processes, including everything from simple
overhead transparency projectors to laptop and even laptop,
from fax machine to e-mail etc. Following are some of the
technologies used by companies:

(a) Electronic Point of Sale.
(b) Sales Force Automation.
(c) Customer Service Help desk.
(d) Call Centres.
(e) System Integration.

3. Customer Contact: Internet is helping the companies in
improving communication with consumers. Consumers now
can engage themselves in an active and explicit dialogue with
manufacturers of products and services. Chat rooms and
usenet groups social media (i.e. facebook, twitter) is giving
high benefits for improvement.

4. Personalising Customer Interaction: The modern devices
and technology tools are designed to help consumers make
informed purchasing decisions. This can be done through:

(a) Customer Communities by using Internet Chat Rooms.
(b) Personalisation i.e. transforming of standard product or

service into a specialised solution for an individual.
5. Achieving Superior Customer Experience: CRM is about

managing customer life cycle through all pointwise of
customer contacts. Every customer interaction leads to value
addition in relationship.
A good customer experience delivers service, product and
peace of mind. Website applications have made all the stages
of processing of order very easy and customer friendly. So,
consumer’s experiences of a buying and using a product or
service depend on their perceptions about actual performance
of that product or service.
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Thus, to conclude CRM is a comprehensive sales and
marketing approach to building long term customer
relationship and improving business performance. Gathering
information helps to develop insight and enhancement of
customer interaction. Technology helps in increasing and
establishing customer relationships. Integration of CRM
system results in speedy and improved response and quality of
services. Effective implementation leads to superior customer
experience ultimately leads to winning of markets through
effective CRM.

1.9 Effectiveness of CRM through Customer
Knowledge Management

CRM starts within depth knowledge of customers. It includes
learning about their habits, desires, needs. It can be done by analysing
their cognitive, effective behaviour and features. CRM applies this
knowledge to develop and design marketing strategies for long lasting
relationships with the customer.

Customer knowledge and customer interaction on the basis of this
knowledge are two pillars of CRM design and its successful implementation.

Knowledge management is a management discipline that treats
intellectual capital as managed asset. CRM was designed to be a customer
centric model. It would support three phases of a seller-buyer relationship:

1. New customer acquisition.
2. Retention of existing customers.
3. Lifetime value maximisation.

It is shown by following diagram with the help of marketing, sales
and service approach of CRM:

Sales Service

Marketing

Customer
Focus

Analysis Analysis

Analysis
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Whereas, by definition knowledge management is a cycle of
gathering, organising, sharing and accessing knowledge about customers.
It is the architecture that could be developed more effectively by
following:

1. Evaluation
2. System analysis, design and development
3. Development
4. System Evaluation

Knowledge management can be shown in better way by following
diagram:

Gather

 Publication
 Conferences
 Research
 Experience
 Raw Data

Organise

 Filter
 Catalogue
 Create outside links

Access use/Reuse

 Research/Results
 Lessons learned
 Specifications

Share

 Document
 Distribute
 Collaborate
 Resolve

Knowledge
Management

In order to have effective CRM through knowledge management,
the following phases can be adapted by the companies:

1. Integration of internal and external customer knowledge
sources.

2. Identification of IT components of knowledge creation,
collaboration and application.

3. Identification of existing and required data mining and
knowledge discovery techniques.

4. Identify push and pull based mechanism for knowledge
sharing.
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5. Searching of right mix.
6. Tagging existing knowledge base.
7. Identify platform and elements.
8. Identification of components of knowledge architecture.

1.10 Relationship Marketing and Effectiveness of
Relationship Marketing

Relationship marketing is often described with respect to its
purposes as opposed to its instruments or defining characteristics. It has
emerged as one of the major marketing issues in the 1980s and 1990s.
Many marketers have considered relationship marketing as a necessary
and effective way of achieving competitive advantage through the
creation of relationships, networks and interactions that are long term.

Relationship marketing concept was introduced by Berry in 1983.
Relationship marketing programmes are complex, dynamic and not well
understood at this time. In order to measure the effectiveness of
relationship marketing two things are very important:

1. The loyalty accounting matric.
2. The relationship quality – customer retention theory of

creating shareholder value.

1. The Loyalty Accounting Matrix
The customer loyalty is measured by employing a loyalty

accounting matrix. It follows a customer’s relative attraction to and
satisfaction with the company.

Every customer is categorised according to a colour scheme:

1. Green
2. Yellow
3. Red customer
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Green
customers

Yellow
customers

Yellow
customers

Red
customers

Customer Loyalty Satisfaction with the Company

X

Each colour and trait is associated with a number of characteristics
and behaviour of the customers.

Green customers are generally more attracted to and satisfied with
the company. They likes to interact, talk and discuss. They are
persuasive in nature.

Red customers are focused. They are behind getting good results.
They are strongly deal oriented.

They are the one who will usually move their business around to
suppliers of low priced products.

Yellow customers have potential of turning green. They are
structured personalities and tend to focus on being right are naturally
good at details and great organisers too. They do require information
before making decision in any dealings.

2. Relationship Quality – Customer Retention Theory of
Creating Shareholder Value

The quality of relationship between an exporter and his importer
was found to be key or important. The relationship quality is made up of
six key constructs. These key elements of relationship quality are
suggested by Roberts in the year 1998.
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It involves:

(a) Credibility
(b) Trust in benevolence
(c) Affective commitment
(d) Affective conflict
(e) Satisfaction
(f) Social bonding
According to research, proper customer retention can transfer to

shareholder value creation.
Relationship Quality

+

+

+

+

+

–

+

+

+

+

+

+

Customer
Revenue

Customer
Retention

Share of
Customer

Customer

Employee
Satisfaction

Share of
Future

Shareholder
Value

Relationship
Quality

Social Bonding

Affective
conflict

Satisfaction

Affective
commitment

Trust in
benevolence

Trust in
Credibility

Thus, there is a positive relationship between all of the
antecendents and relationship quality and there is a positive relationship
between customer satisfaction and all of the consequences except for the
customer costs. The measures of relationship quality and customer
retention and the antecedents and consequences of relationship quality
and customer retention must capture the importance of a particular
construct in a relationship to the respondents.

1.11 Factors Responsible for Growth of CRM
The recent growth of CRM can be attributed to various factors.

These include the reduced role of intermediaries, especially with the
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advent of sophisticated computer and telecommunication technologies.
This growth in technology again allowed the producers to directly
communicate and get in touch with the customers 24 × 7 at a very low
cot. For example, in the airline industry, most of the airline companies
are now de-intermediating the ticketing system. Till recently, the sale of
airline tickets had been dominated by agents who, from time to time,
have been dictating their terms and conditions and have been controlling
the flow of customers. But now, most of the airline companies have
done away with this format and have introduced e-ticketing where the
customers can directly buy ticket from the company website. This is
how the de-intermediation in the industry has effected the industry
greatly. Such processes are fast changing the nature of marketing and,
consequently, make relationship marketing need felt keenly by the
corporate. The technology has given marketers more means at lesser
cost to customise the marketing efforts. Hence, a modern service
provider does not require middlemen to the same extent as it once used
to. Modern consumers are also found to be more interested and happy
dealing with the company directly. The recent success of online banking,
online shopping, selling of books, etc. are just a manifestation of the
interest shown on both sides, i.e. the buyer as well as the seller.

This success of doing without intermediaries is also on account of
the growth of service economy. Since services are produced and
delivered at the same time, the role of intermediary gets lessened. Since
the customers transact directly with the service provider, he develops
greater relational bonding with the company and its people. This leads
to greater need of maintaining and enhancing the relationship which
provides greater fruits. The makes CRM so important for all those
people involved in marketing of services in some form or the other.

Another factor which has been responsible for the increased need
and use of CRM, is enhanced emphasis that companies lay on adopting
total quality management as an essential component of modern business.
This increased use of total quality in all functions of the management by
the companies has forced them to involve the suppliers and the
customers across the value chain. The application of various supply
chain initiatives such as Just in Time (JIT), Material Resource Planning
(MRP), and Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) is not possible unless
the company works in close relationship with all the stakeholders.

The advent of digital technology has enabled companies to sell
even complex products. Earlier cars were sold only through dealers.
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Today, the concept of permission marketing is doing the rounds.
Marketers have become so personal in their service offers and delivery
that they seek permission even before making a visit and asking for sale.
The car salesmen take prior appointment with the prospective buyer,
visit him with all the details along with a demo car to get him the taste
of the drive. At times, they also take a person from the finance company
along to get the finance issue resolved then and there. Such procedures
have led to the foundation of strategic partnering within the overall
domain of Customer Relationship Management.

In this era of hyper competition, marketers are forced to be more
concerned with customer retention and loyalty. As several studies have
indicated, retaining customers is a less expensive and, perhaps, a more
sustainable competitive advantage than acquiring new ones. On the
supply side, it pays more to develop cover relationships with a few
supplies than develop more vendors. In addition, several marketers are
also concerned with keeping customers for life, rather than making a
one-time sale. There is greater opportunity for cross-selling and up-
selling to a customer who is loyal and committed to the firm and its
offerings. In the world of ever-changing customer expectations, co-
operative and collaborative relationships with customers seem to be the
most prudent way to keep track of their changing expectations and
appropriately influencing them.

Questions

 Objective Questions:
I. Fill in the blanks:
1. ________ is the activity to reduce the number of customer defections.
2. ________ develop greater economic and emotional tie-up with the

company.
3. ________ is getting extensively used by co.s as electronic channel to

market.
4. ________ are most satisfied customers of company who gives more

customer references.
5. ________ is getting increasingly used by companies as an electronic

channel for selling and servicing the customers.
6. ________ is a management discipline that treats intellectual capital as

managed asset.
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7. Relationship marketing concept was introduced by ________ in 1983.
8. Key elements of relationship quality was suggested by ________ in 1998.
9. The customer loyalty is measured by employing ________.

Answers: 1. Customer retention, 2. Repeat customers, 3. Internet, 4. Customer
advocates, 5. Internet, 6. Knowledge management, 7. Berry,
8. roberts, 9. loyalty account matrix

II. State True or False:
1. Internal customers are members of staff or outside suppliers that

contribute towards services provided to external customers.
2. The term CRM has been used since the 1990s and earlier.
3. CRM is only maintaining old customers.
4. Prof. Paul Greenberg is called a father of CRM.
5. CRM is a strategy which is customised to manage only new customers

in organisation.
6. The beginning of the 90s brought the major step toward true CRM

software.
7. Cross selling is the action or practice of selling an additional product or

service to an existing customer.
8. Cross selling and upselling lead to acquisition and retention of

customers.

Answers: 1. True, 2. True, 3. False, 4. True, 5. False, 6. True, 7. True, 8. True

 Long Questions:
1. Define CRM. State its benefits.
2. Explain the development in CRM over a period of time.
3. Evaluate features of CRM.
4. What is customer knowledge management? How CRM is effectively

achieved through knowledge management?
5. Short notes on:

(i) CRM Cycles and CRM Programme
(ii) Effectiveness of relationship marketing

(iii) Features of CRM
(iv) Factors responsible for growth of CRM

₪₪₪
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